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The aim of res judicata is to avoid parties to re-litigate legal relation which has 
been ascertained by judgment, and is relate to finality of dispute resolution tightly: 
when judgment come into being, it can’t be changed easily, and the dispute is deemed 
as has been get final resolution, and can’t be inspected by judicial system again, such 
character is called finality of judgment. The finality of judgment is good to legal 
system's predictability and uniformity. Commonly, the court’s judgment in view of 
kinds of dispute is according to nation’s sovereignty, and principally woks only within 
the boundaries. But effect of judgment can change the relationship between parties, 
and bring into new rights and obligations, since country can admit parties’ rights 
arising from foreign country, it is not logical to deny foreign judgment. So, admit and 
enforce foreign judgment is about to mutual respect among different judicial system, 
and should with consideration to nation’s society, politic, economic, and culture. And 
so does with admit to foreign judgment’s res judicata. 
Besides preface and conclusions, this article is divided into four chapters. 
Chapter one analyze the basic theory of res judicata, talking about the main 
object of study and the main point of this article. And with concept analyzing, make it 
clear that the difference and common between “res judicata” and “re-litigation 
forbidden”, consider that in theory system of civil procedure, the conception of 
“re-litigation forbidden” should cover the conception of “res judicata”. Besides, by 
comparing between two law systems, make it clear that the continent law countries' 
enactment on the prerequisites for res judicata is more precise and operable than the 
common law countries' enactment, and is worth to be referenced in our country’s 
institution construction. 
Chapter two keeps eye on comparative law choose America system model as 
representation country of common law system, to introduce the res judicata system of 
this country, and with lots of cases, to show that how rules of claim preclusion and 
issue preclusion work. Claim preclusion means that once a claim has been presented 
for adjudication and then a valid and final judgment has been rendered, the same 














modern procedure seeks to maximize the efficiency of judicial proceedings by dealing 
all grievances and remedies which are arising from the same mutual relation between 
parties, and that can be sought by plaintiff under existing law system as a claim. 
Claim preclusion rules have its particular applications and exceptions in the fields of 
multiple parties claims, contract claims and tort claims, besides, in the field of 
counterclaims, its application also make an independence system. Issue preclusion 
means that a party may not re-litigate the same issue that was actually litigated and 
was essential to the judgment rendered. In practice, American courts apply issue 
preclusion quite flexibly, invoking many exceptions in situations mainly as follows: 
exceptions that arise from different burden of persuasion; exceptions that arise from 
unforeseeable; and exceptions that arise from lacking of full and fair opportunity. 
Chapter three also with the aspect of comparative law, to introduce relative cases 
of England how to admit foreign judgment res judicata, and find out that so-called 
“theory problem of foreign judgment res judicata” should mainly base on nation’s res 
judicata system, and with the consideration and admit of foreign factors, apply 
nation’s res judicata rules on it. From the experience of England, where proceedings 
are brought by an opponent upon a claim that has already been determined by a 
foreign court, and that foreign judgment falls to be recognized under the traditional 
rules of the common law or related status, the other opponent can invoke plea of cause 
of action preclusion to preclude the claimant’s contradiction or reassertion. 
Chapter four study on how to construct our own theory of foreign judgment res 
judicata, firstly, with consideration of foreign factors of judgment, reference the 
England law system, discuss on the problem that how can we to admit foreign 
judgment res judicata. Then, study on the most practical theory on effect of res 
judicata, including objective matter and subjective mater of res judicata, to solute the 
question that when we get a judgment, it can cover what scope of dispute and which 
parties are restrained. Because such study is common to nation judgment and foreign 
judgment, so this chapter discusses this all together. 
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